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Garden Planned for Wilson School

     The Wilson School Outdoor Committee has announced plans for a school garden. The garden will be located at
the southwest corner of the schoolyard, and planting will begin in March.
     The committee has sent out flyers requesting ideas for planning the different areas of the garden. "Each classroom
will be in charge of planting one area of the garden," says Tina Castillo, the committee's leader. "There will also be
large areas that will be shared by the entire school community. We need to hear people's ideas for how those areas
should be constructed. We would like to hear from parents, teachers, and students."
     Ms. Castillo went on to say that the garden will be used for many purposes once completed. "Students may grow
fruits and vegetables that they can eat. They might plant flowers that will bring butterflies. Others may use the garden
to study the life cycle of plants. We think this will be a great learning experience for all of our students." She also
stated that a special box has been placed outside the school office. Comments about the garden may be placed in the
box, and students can also put suggestions for changes to the garden in the box.
     The committee is also asking for volunteers to help with building and planting once the garden has been designed.
A calendar for these events will be posted throughout the school and in this newspaper. To find out more, please
contact Ms Castillo.

1. According to the passage, where is the suggestion box?

A. inside the schoolyard
B. next to each classroom
C. near the butterfly garden
D. outside the school office

2. How might a volunteer help the committee?

A. pick vegetables
B. make a calendar
C. plant seeds in March
D. post flyers around school

3. What will MOST LIKELY be the result of this project?

A. Teachers will put suggestions in the box.
B. There will be more butterflies at the school.
C. The community will create a newspaper about the garden.
D. Students will learn about growing fruits, flowers, and vegetables.

4. How might a science class use the garden?

A. to decorate the classroom
B. to study how plants grow
C. for a storage space
D. for a class picnic

5. According to the passage, what will the committee need to do FIRST?

A. water the plants
B. post special events
C. assign garden areas
D. plant different seeds
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6. What is the main idea of this passage?

A. how to be a committee leader
B. how to join the garden project
C. how to make a school calendar
D. how to grow fruits and vegetables

How Animals Talk

      All living things send messages. People talk face-to-face, write letters, and make phone calls. They also use
"body talk," like smiling to say, "I am pleased," or shivering to say, "I am cold."
      Animals send messages to each other too. They make sounds, leave smells, and act in special ways. By doing
these things animals warn of danger, set rules for leadership, and tell other animals they have found food. For
example, when a male deer rubs against trees to leave his smell, he tells other deer to stay out of his space.
White-tailed deer flick their tails up in the air as if to say, "Run!" so other deer can escape danger. Swallowtail
caterpillars give off a stinky smell to keep enemies away. Young owls peck at the adults to ask for food. Bull elk
crash their antlers together to see who is boss.
      Even underwater living things send messages. Manatees touch whiskers, chirp, and squeak to say hello.
Messages, sent by people or animals, help living things survive, grow, and talk with each other.

7. How does the message a white-tailed deer sends help the other deer survive?

A. It helps them make new friends.
B. It tells them where to find food.
C. It tells them to stay out of its space.
D. It warns them to run from danger.

8. Why does a swallowtail caterpillar give off a stinky smell?

A. to ask for food
B. to leave his scent
C. to keep enemies away
D. to see who is boss

9. Which is a way that real animals talk?

A. by writing stories
B. by sending e-mails
C. by drawing pictures
D. by using their bodies

10. Which homework assignment might the passage help you with?

A. List five ways animals escape danger.
B. List five animals and tell where they live.
C. List four ways animals send messages to each other.
D. List four sounds people make when they send messages.
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11. What might a manatee do to escape danger?

A. flick its tail in the air
B. touch whiskers with its enemy
C. make a chirping sound
D. rub its smell against a tree

12. What kind of passage is How Animals Talk?

A. fiction
B. poetry
C. drama
D. nonfiction

13. Which three words from the passage name things animals do to send messages?

A. peck, squeak, rub
B. danger, smell, touch
C. owls, caterpillars, elk
D. smiling, whiskers, warn

Imagine Being in a Rain Forest

     Imagine being in a tropical rain forest. Bushy trees are all around. The sound of buzzing insects, singing birds, and
rushing rain fill the air. A green, yellow, and red frog leaps to a nearby leaf. A toucan perches on a branch.
     You will need to travel near the equator in parts of South America, Africa, or Asia to see these things. It is hot in
the day and warm at night, so dress in cool clothes. But watch out, you won't be alone! Tropical rain forests are home
to millions of plants, animals, and insects. Big cats and monkeys are some animals you might see. Lizards and
butterflies also live in the rain forest. You may even find katydids—insects that look like leaves—on tree branches.
     You might feel a bit small looking at some of the other rain forest sights. Flowers on one plant are three feet wide.
Trees in the canopy, which is the highest layer, can reach over one- hundred-and-fifty-feet-tall, equal to a
seventeen-story building. The leaves from all those tall trees block out the light on the forest floor. With a flashlight
you will have a much better view of the middle layer of the rain forest, also called the understory. Here, you will see
all kinds of bushes, shrubs, and animals!

14. Based on the passage, what is true about the plants that grow in the understory?

A. They need a lot of rain to grow.
B. They need little sunlight to grow.
C. They are usually three feet wide.
D. They can be seen only with a flashlight.

15. Who might want to visit a rain forest?

A. people who enjoy seeing nature
B. people who enjoy tall buildings
C. people who enjoy swimming
D. people who enjoy sports
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16. According to the passage, why might travelers feel hot in a rain forest?

A. Visitors wear too many clothes.
B. Trees and plants are everywhere.
C. The days are hot, and nights are warm.
D. Animals and insects make a lot of noise.

17. According to the passage, why is a rain forest dark?

A. It is far from the equator.
B. Rain clouds block out the sun.
C. Animals make too much noise.
D. There are many layers of plants.

18. What is this passage MOSTLY about?

A. how far away you must travel to reach the rain forest
B. what it looks, sounds, and feels like in the rain forest
C. what dangers you should be careful of in the rain forest
D. how to choose the best time for a visit to the rain forest
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The Story of Andre is a book about a seal who really lived in Maine with a family. Read the
passage from The Story of Andre and then answer the questions that follow.

Andre Becomes a Celebrity
by Lew Dietz

As Daddy continued his training of the seal, more and more people began gathering at the
seawall to watch. When they clapped, it was easy to see that Andre enjoyed the attention.

My father put a beach ball into the pen and taught the seal to swim about with the beach
ball balanced on his nose. Then Andre would toss it into the air for Daddy to catch. One day
we heard a lady say, "Why that seal is almost human!"

Daddy said to Andre, "Perhaps we ought to tell the nice lady that you're only acting like a
seal. Doesn't she know that seals were pushing things around with their noses a million years
before humans learned to throw a rock?"

So it wasn't at all hard to have Andre do things seals had been doing for a million years.
Since seals leap into the air when they are feeling playful, Andre leaped through a motorcycle
tire hung up in his pen. Seals are curious, too, so when objects were thrown into the water,
Andre would chase after them and bring them back.

When a little boy in the audience yelled, "Hey, how do you catch a seal?" my father tied a
knot on the end of a rope and tossed it into the water. Andre grabbed the knot and began
tugging. Daddy hauled Andre onto the dock. "That's one way to catch a seal, son," he said.
"But first you should get to know the seal."

I suppose a bear has to be taught to ride a bicycle, and a poodle has to be taught to stand on
its hind legs and drink tea. Daddy didn't bother with that sort of nonsense. He asked Andre
only to do things that seals have always done, except, of course, for a few silly things.

For instance, this is how he taught Andre to pretend to be ashamed of himself. One day,
seeing Andre stretched out with one flipper over his eyes, he said, "Andre, aren't you ashamed
of yourself?"—and right away gave him a fish. The very next time he asked Andre, "Aren't
you ashamed of yourself?" the seal stretched out and hid its eyes with its flipper.

It was just a wonderful game to Andre.

19.       When people clapped, Andre felt

A. frightened.
B. happy.
C. angry.
D. sad.

20.       What did Andre balance on the end of his nose?

A. a fish
B. a knot
C. a ball
D. a tire
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21.

Daddy hauled Andre onto the dock.
      The word hauled has the same meaning as

A. called.
B. pulled.
C. pushed.
D. chased.

22.       Which word sounds the same as would?

A. wood
B. wool
C. owned
D. old

23.       This writing is BEST described as

A. a friendly letter.
B. a poem.
C. fiction.
D. nonfiction.

24.       Daddy said it was easy to teach Andre tricks because

A. Andre was really smart.
B. he had Andre do things that seals have always done.
C. Andre liked people to clap and cheer.
D. Andre wanted to please Daddy.

25.       Which word means the OPPOSITE of word ashamed?

A. sorry
B. fine
C. happy
D. proud
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Answer Key

1. D) outside the school office

2. C) plant seeds in March

3. D) Students will learn about growing fruits, flowers, and vegetables.

4. B) to study how plants grow

5. C) assign garden areas

6. B) how to join the garden project

7. D) It warns them to run from danger.

8. C) to keep enemies away

9. D) by using their bodies

10. C) List four ways animals send messages to each other.

11. C) make a chirping sound

12. D) nonfiction

13. A) peck, squeak, rub

14. B) They need little sunlight to grow.

15. A) people who enjoy seeing nature

16. C) The days are hot, and nights are warm.

17. D) There are many layers of plants.

18. B) what it looks, sounds, and feels like in the rain forest

19. B) happy.

20. C) a ball

21. B) pulled.

22. A) wood

23. D) nonfiction.

24. B) he had Andre do things that seals have always done.

25. D) proud
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